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Welcome generous soul.

Thank-you for answering the call, Wild One. Wise One. Maiden.
Mother. Sister

In order to carry this forward, it is my hope that you will develop
your own practice of alignment with your feminine intrinsic nature. 

This is designed with you in mind, the wild, wise and divine 
feminine soul that is awaiting reclamation. It is my desire that you
find this journey and the supporting material soulful, awakening 
and nourishing, albeit a bite of apple awaits your further 
exploration, and in doing so to awaken to your true nature.

Almost like a coming home and to inspire you to journey deep into
the soil of the great mother, her teachings, her whispers and her
tears. Full of tools and contemplative questions, your womb book I
hope will inspire you to listen to your intuition and act on it, 
to gather the courage to be seen and heard and to trust in your
power and wisdom. To reframe this work, this is anchored in the
world of spiritual feminine, rather than political feminism. I call it the
feminism of the soul.

Sacred feminine aims to answer the question, what is true
feminine power. 

So, let’s begin with the full immersion outline of your sacred
feminine journey, together, side by side, joined in heart.

Nic
xx



Earth Crystals for Feminine HealingEarth Crystals for Feminine Healing

The power of crystal healing is that each crystal carries aThe power of crystal healing is that each crystal carries a
unique vibration. The vibrations that these energy crystals holdunique vibration. The vibrations that these energy crystals hold
can realign and re-calibrate your energy with theirs, helping youcan realign and re-calibrate your energy with theirs, helping you
to raise your vibration and reach a higher state of being.to raise your vibration and reach a higher state of being.

Of course, use your intuition, your sense, your perception andOf course, use your intuition, your sense, your perception and
feel what is right for you. Not every "crystal" speaks tofeel what is right for you. Not every "crystal" speaks to
everyone, so honour what you are called to. The sameeveryone, so honour what you are called to. The same
principles of the exchange or energy apply to our plantprinciples of the exchange or energy apply to our plant
medicinesmedicines    - integrate as you see fit and work with different- integrate as you see fit and work with different
energies and qualities as you call in, to increase the vibration ofenergies and qualities as you call in, to increase the vibration of
the healing quality of each of your crystal allies. I view thisthe healing quality of each of your crystal allies. I view this
exchange as supporting me to raise what I already have, withinexchange as supporting me to raise what I already have, within
me. Rather than viewing this energy as being separate to me,me. Rather than viewing this energy as being separate to me,
or not assessible to me.or not assessible to me.

Caring for your crystalsCaring for your crystals

Cleansing and charging your crystals’ energy is an importantCleansing and charging your crystals’ energy is an important
your integration. Like tending to your garden, and your selfyour integration. Like tending to your garden, and your self
care, like giving them love and attention will keep thecare, like giving them love and attention will keep the
connection between your personal energy and your crystalsconnection between your personal energy and your crystals
strong and clear-flowing, creating a powerful bond and openingstrong and clear-flowing, creating a powerful bond and opening
the space for personalised magic to manifest. For example, Ithe space for personalised magic to manifest. For example, I
simply cleanse in submerged salt water, or moon water, using asimply cleanse in submerged salt water, or moon water, using a
ceramic bowl. I also cleanse with incense such as sage, paloceramic bowl. I also cleanse with incense such as sage, palo
santo or copal. I charge my crystals under the softness of thesanto or copal. I charge my crystals under the softness of the
full moon. My personal preference is to use natural forming.full moon. My personal preference is to use natural forming.

Rose Quartz:Rose Quartz:    Clearing and healing, connects womb, heart andClearing and healing, connects womb, heart and
breasts. Excellent for work surrounding love and forgiveness.breasts. Excellent for work surrounding love and forgiveness.
My Yoni eggs and Yoni Wand are rose quartzMy Yoni eggs and Yoni Wand are rose quartz
Amethyst: Amethyst: For grounding, tranquility and calm. Purifies energy.For grounding, tranquility and calm. Purifies energy.
Supports you "seeing" what you need toSupports you "seeing" what you need to
Moon Stone:Moon Stone: Strengthens the feminine experience –“Moon”. Strengthens the feminine experience –“Moon”.
For womb/pain healing. Associated with the inner goddess, aFor womb/pain healing. Associated with the inner goddess, a
symbol of fertility and sensuality. The life-giving feminine figuresymbol of fertility and sensuality. The life-giving feminine figure
is an empoweringis an empowering
Blue Celestine: rBlue Celestine: revered for its high frequency, Divine, andevered for its high frequency, Divine, and
healing energies. Blue, the sky, and celestial roots, from thehealing energies. Blue, the sky, and celestial roots, from the
above, angelic realms, spirit, to honour and communicate withabove, angelic realms, spirit, to honour and communicate with
guides. Peace & Harmony in relationships and all that is.guides. Peace & Harmony in relationships and all that is.
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Doterra and Plant EssentialDoterra and Plant Essential    supplier for essential oils.supplier for essential oils.  
For carrier oils I use organic fractionated coconut oil andFor carrier oils I use organic fractionated coconut oil and
organic olive oil.organic olive oil.  
For my incense & clearing I use Copal, and home-madeFor my incense & clearing I use Copal, and home-made
crafting blends from dried herbs and dry spices, plus palocrafting blends from dried herbs and dry spices, plus palo
santo and sage.santo and sage.
I also recommend buying a good quality carrier oil, likeI also recommend buying a good quality carrier oil, like
fractionated coconut oil. This supports the oil, as well asfractionated coconut oil. This supports the oil, as well as
due to some potency, it is safer for you. You will sourcedue to some potency, it is safer for you. You will source
what is right for you.what is right for you.  

Oils, Essential Oils and IncenseOils, Essential Oils and Incense

The potency! Its amazing to think and recognise this form. YouThe potency! Its amazing to think and recognise this form. You
should be careful with inferior grades and I only recommendshould be careful with inferior grades and I only recommend
good quality, organic and sustainable grown products.good quality, organic and sustainable grown products.  

For my oils I useFor my oils I use  

As the source impacts the vibration. And we want the vibrationAs the source impacts the vibration. And we want the vibration
to be kept intact, with love and kindness.to be kept intact, with love and kindness.

Here are my favourite essential oils for feminine vitalityHere are my favourite essential oils for feminine vitality

Clary SageClary Sage: Relieves menstrual discomfort, supports hormone: Relieves menstrual discomfort, supports hormone
balance, helps with sleep, circulation, anti-depressantbalance, helps with sleep, circulation, anti-depressant
Lavender:Lavender: headaches, relax, sleep, back pain a good relaxant headaches, relax, sleep, back pain a good relaxant
Geranium:Geranium: lubrication of the whole body, abundance, mood lubrication of the whole body, abundance, mood
booster, offerings for mother, vitalitybooster, offerings for mother, vitality
Wild OrangeWild Orange: Anti-inflammatory, creatrix, increase immunity: Anti-inflammatory, creatrix, increase immunity
OreganoOregano: A word of warning, this is “hot” so no topical: A word of warning, this is “hot” so no topical
application without carrier oil, it’s a clearer and protector andapplication without carrier oil, it’s a clearer and protector and
brings to back to earthbrings to back to earth

Here are my favourite Incense and clearersHere are my favourite Incense and clearers

Home made incense,Home made incense, made with dried mugwort, damania and made with dried mugwort, damania and
rosemary (crushed and burnt on a charcoal round). Keep in arosemary (crushed and burnt on a charcoal round). Keep in a
little jar. For protection, and enhances connection duringlittle jar. For protection, and enhances connection during
meditationmeditation
CopalCopal - resin and incense (ceremonial grade), I was first - resin and incense (ceremonial grade), I was first
introduced to this in Mexico, it is linked with the crown chakra,introduced to this in Mexico, it is linked with the crown chakra,
deepening your awareness and encouraging pure thoughtsdeepening your awareness and encouraging pure thoughts
during meditation. Copal also helps to strengthen the auricduring meditation. Copal also helps to strengthen the auric
body, removing all energy blockagesbody, removing all energy blockages
Palo SantoPalo Santo: the woody spiritual and holy stick (Inkas). Exquisite: the woody spiritual and holy stick (Inkas). Exquisite
aroma. I love heraroma. I love her
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